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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12th 

THE FLIGHT from Bristol was nearly cancelled (most others were) because of great Atlantic storms, but we were 
lucky and arrived on the evening of October 12th on time. It was less than a day after House Shout, and the latter’s 
shadow was sometimes long. Meanwhile the crucial ‘Points System’ started in earnest at Marlborough College’s 
Parade Ground where a couple of hapless souls got minuses for lateness. Eva showed particular (and consistent) 
skill in not-quite-knowing-where-her-things were; and Olly immediately lost points for repeated Minor Petulance.  

MINTY CORBETT: We hit the ground running: having spent barely half an hour in Prague, we were already being 
quizzed by Jan, our very knowledgeable, heavily-qualified taxi-driver. It was nearly 11 pm and I was feeling pretty 
tired but the competition for the highly-valued points had already begun, so there was no rest until 1 am. The 
dreaded Points System immediately destroyed all trust within the group and led to us denouncing one other for not 
wearing seatbelts (even when we were); it also led to the spread of incorrect facts in order to have a better chance 
of getting the points oneself. It was intense and taken very seriously. Sadly, the Points System did not reward my 
own performance and I finished the trip with a disappointing total of zero, having gained several but lost just as 
many.  

EVIE MCVEIGH: We began our ‘Senior Academic Stag’ tour of Prague as we intended to carry on: with relentless 
enthusiasm and an astonishingly fast gait. On touchdown in Prague, no time was wasted as we headed out into the 
yellow-lit streets of the Staré Mesto, Prague’s ‘old town’. One did not need daylight to appreciate the romance Pra-
gue had to offer and by 11pm we found ourselves on the Charles Bridge, a fourteenth century wonder across the 
Vltava. Revived after several Trdelníks, a ridiculously good traditional Czech pastry, we went back to our hotel, ex-
cited to see what the city had to offer tomorrow. 

 

 

Above: The (typically completely empty) bar of the Hotel Axa, an excellent Bauhaus building of the early 1930s, appropriately 

furnished. There wasn’t much time to hang around in here, but pupils anyway had much more cerebral academic priorities. 



SATURDAY 13th OCTOBER 

Photos from the night of October 

12th, and the early morning of 

October 13th. 



October 13th, Morning exploration to 

THE CASTLE: St Vitus Cathedral, St 

George’s Basilica, The Golden Lane, The 

Royal Palace 

EVIE MCVEIGH: Our anticipation was duly 

answered with a 7am wakeup and Mr 

Moule’s fierce resolve to beat the crowds 

at Prague’s largest tourist attraction: the 

castle. Despite initial mumbling and un-

doubtedly several queries on the ‘perks’ 

of being an academic scholar, the sight of 

Prague beneath a warm blue sky was 

enough to extinguish these doubts and 

we instantly appreciated the value of 

being some of the first through Prague 

Castle’s gates. The castle complex, which 

is allegedly the largest in the world, has 

9th century foundations and boasts a 

huge variety of architectural styles. Sur-

rounding the magnificent gothic cathe-

dral of St Vitus are 18th century neo-

classical Habsburg office blocks, which 

still form the seat of the President of the 

Czech Republic. One could spend hours 

describe the sights we saw on Saturday 

morning – further examples being the 

Romanesque church of St George, the 

tremendous late Gothic royal palace and 

the mysterious 16th century Golden 

Lane; but I would encourage everyone to 

visit this wonderful city to truly appreci-

ate its unique and well preserved history.  

The castle, viewed soon after 

dawn from the River Vltava 



St Vitus Cathedral (left), with the remarkable late 

Gothic architecture (perhaps influenced by England’s 

Decorated Style) of Peter Parler, the court architect to 

the Emperor Charles IV in the late 14th century. 

The Royal Palace (right), was designed soon after 1500 

by Benedict Reid in an exuberant very late Gothic with 

Renaissance elements. The quartet of upper sixth pupils 

stand in the great Wenceslas Hall, where there were 

once tournaments. 



AFTERNOON MINI-LECTURE IN THE CASTLE SQUARE - 

EVIE MCVEIGH: The Reign of the Emperor Charles IV and his Artistic Patronage 

Evie kicked off the series of lectures by discussing Prague’s first phase as an imperial capital, which was in the late 14th century 

under Charles IV of Luxembourg. We heard about his great cultural projects, including the Cathedral, the Charles Bridge and 

the Charles University, as well as his formation of the ‘New Town’ and the resultant flourishing nature of the city in that period. 

Evie also mentioned his half-French background and the fertile combination of French, Bohemian and humanist Italian ideas. 



After Evie’s lecture, we walked to the picturesque quarter of the ‘New World’, just under the grand 

official buildings of Hradcany, the castle ridge. In the little houses of this area, interesting figures as-

sociated with the court, including artists and scientists, lived. We stopped at the house once inhabited 

by Brahe and then Kepler. 

AFTERNOON MINI-LECTURE IN ‘NEW WORLD’ STREET - 

BEN PLACE: Tycho Brahe, Jonannes Kepler, and Astronomy in Renaissance Prague (with practical physics 

demonstrations including ‘volunteer’ Miss Brown) 

Ben: In between the Baroque architecture, the art exhibitions and the seemingly infinite beautiful churches, 

the group also made a stop at the home of the astronomer Tycho Brahe. The little house was tucked away in 

the Little Quarter of Prague and aside from an old plaque next to the door, it was indistinguishable from any 

other house in the area. Upon our stop there, I gave my little taster talk on one of Brahe’s most famous suc-

cessors, Johannes Kepler, who was the creator of Kepler’s laws of planetary motion, of which planets move in 

elliptical orbits with the sun at one focus and any areas swept out in the same orbit are equal if their time in-

terval is also equal. For someone like me, who only studies maths and sciences for A-level, this section of the 

trip, alongside the excursion to the Škoda factory, gave a sense of grounding as, for at least some of it, I was 

familiar with the concepts. It also improved my score within Mr Moule’s Point System where each point was 

so sought after the conversion rate was one point for £100. However, the variety of the other unknown things 

gave me a wonderful experience as I learned much more than I ever could have ever imagined. Looking at the 

trip as a whole, I cannot fault a single part, except for maybe the large influx of herds of British stag dos 

(Editor’s note: not our fault, actually). From Tosca, the opera, to the street goulash and trdelník, each and eve-

ry experience was something new and ones to definitely remember. I certainly intend to return to Prague 

sometime in the future. 



THE BAROQUE OF MALA STRANA AND HRADCANY 

Most of the afternoon was spent in the quarters of 

Hradcany and Mala Strana, dominated by great pal-

aces and monasteries: here we encountered and 

analysed Prague’s glorious Baroque architecture. 

We saw the Cernin Palace briefly, but then lingered 

in the beautiful Loreto Convent (pictured), whose 

tinkling 17th century carillon was like a siren call 

that drew us in. in the cloister was a copy of the Vir-

gin Mary’s House (as transported to Loreto in Italy 

by angels); in the marvellous nearby church was an 

evocative concert of 17th century music for brass 

ensemble and organ, beautifully played. There was a 

cheerful serenity to the whole place, and a great 

sense of wonder at the gilt of the monstrances. 

From here we made rather a hurried descent of Pra-

gue’s loveliest street, Nerudova, in order to reach 

the mighty church of St Nicholas, which dominates 

Mala Strana (the Little Quarter), an almost perfect 

Baroque ensemble. 

The pictures all show the Loreto. 



 

OLIVER MUNN: Prague Baroque 
 
Much of central Prague is dominated by baroque architecture. This style arose in the 17th century and continued into the 
18th. One of the main defining features of baroque is the preponderance of exuberant pediments; these pediments can often 
portray the overall feeling of a building. The components of the pediments sometimes overlap causing a feeling of movement 
on the façade of the buildings. Sometimes, even just the extent to which they protrude can give power to the whole. The inte-
rior of these buildings are no less impressive, they are often decorated very ornately with different coloured marbles, plenty of 
gilt and stucco, and lots of sculptures. 
 
Two great architects designed many of Prague’s best baroque buildings, Christoph Dientzenhofer and his son Kilian. They both 
contributed to the construction of the church of St. Nicholas at Malá Strana. Christoph designed the nave of the great struc-
ture. His way of doings things incorporated ellipses shaped by wavy lines in the marble, again causing a feeling of movement. 
Once Christoph died, Kilian took over to complete the second half of the church. Both had their own ways of doing things and 
it’s interesting to see Kilian almost tell his dad how it should be done. Instead of having the feeling of nature and movement in 
the design, he went for sheer overwhelming power. The straight lines of the pillars neatly direct eyes up to the great dome. 
The dome is very much higher than the nave roof. Again, this seems to have been a way in which Kilian could show up his dad. 

The Church of St Nicholas in Mala Strana (pictured) was most peo-

ple’s ‘favourite Prague monument’ and the brilliance of its archi-

tecture appealed very strongly to the whole group, who could ana-

lyse the fantastic mathematical games played by its two architects. 

The pediment above the main entrance (left) is perhaps the oddest 

I know; and indeed the whole west façade (above) is extremely 

dramatic: described by a friend of mine as being ‘like some desert 

ruin, crumpled up by an earthquake!’ 



Three views of St Nicholas in Mala Strana —note 

pupils under the dome 



The principal streets of Hradcany (below) and Mala Strana (above) 

are dominated by Baroque buildings. 



The early Baroque hall of the              

Wallenstein Palace, now the seat of the 

Czech senate. It was built by the famous 

commander in the 30 Years War. We 

visited this just after seeing St Nicholas, 

and it was our last formal ‘sight’ in a 

very long day! 

The Three Violins: a pretty Baroque house 

on Nerudova, Mala Strana. Such house 

markers are typical in Prague. 

St James in the Old Town: Few pupils got 

to see this very fine Baroque church east of 

the Old Town Square (it wasn’t easily in-

cluded on any itinerary, but those on dawn 

walks got a glimpse). In it, a thief’s severed 

arm, apparently torn off by a statue of the 

Virgin Mary in the 17h century,  is pre-

served. 



SUNDAY 14th OCTOBER 

Sunday morning was spent at the Nazi prison and 

concentration camp of Terezin, an hour north of 

Prague. 



LATE MORNING MINI-LECTURE - FREDDIE KOTTLER: The Nazis in Czechoslovakia 

Freddie on Terezin: It will never be easy visiting a place where thousands of people were kept prisoner, treated like vermin 
and murdered in the streets, and the concentration camp at Theresienstadt (Terezin) is the is one of these awful places, very 
far from anything many of us, including me, had ever seen before. Terezin found what was once a small hole in my heart, as I 
had never fully understood the horrors of the Holocaust before, and tore it open.  Terezin consisted of two areas, both star-
shaped 18th century fortresses, built by the Austrians against the Prussians. The Nazis used both, with the Small Fortress origi-
nally being a prison for political prisoners and the Ghetto being a prison town home and transit camp for around 60,000 Jews 
at a time. We visited the (not-so-small) Small Fortress first and as we approached it on foot we passed a cemetery for many of 
the people who died in Terezin, Jews and Christians alike.  This was particularly heart-wrenching and a powerful way to start 
the tour as most of the gravestones simply had numbers on them - counting the nameless dead.  After seeing the 
“dormitories”, as well as the place where executions by firing squad and hanging took place, and a short, original propaganda 
film made by the Nazis to paint Terezin as no worse than a holiday camp, we took a brief bus ride to the Ghetto.  Now this 
“ghost town” was something to recoil at.  Never before have I felt so strongly about just a place but the atmosphere was very 
haunting and I felt a great disgust for the town.  With identical blocks of huge barrack buildings used for housing the Jews, the 
Ghetto was only designed to contain about 30,000 people but it is said that at the worst of times there were 75,000 Jews living 
in deep poverty there, crammed into the bunk beds.  What we all found so alarming about this place was that, nowadays, ordi-
nary Czech people are living there.  This particularly disgusted me as I couldn’t understand how after what happened there, 
one could bear to stay there for any length of time.  I believe this mellowing visit to a concentration camp was crucial to our 
lives, and is something everyone should aim to do.  You can not entirely understand an ordeal as terrible as the Holocaust until 
you have stood where they stood and breathed the air polluted by the ghostly memory of their suffering.  



We saw Terezin’s ‘Small Fortress’ first. The Austrians used this as a prison in 

the 19th and early 20th century, and Gavrilo Princip and the Black Hand were 

put in cells here (almost all died here or at the nearby hospital: our guide 

thought they were murdered). Our guide, some of whose relatives had per-

ished in this place, pulled no punches about its later horrors under the Nazis, 

who were unutterably cruel here, as elsewhere. I’ve never seen a group of 

pupils more shocked. This was a Gestapo prison, which—though some prison-

ers were Jews—was actually filled (overfilled) with political prisoners, and 

there was a still larger one in Prague. 

The main fortress (a few hundred metres away) was a barracks town with 

vast well-preserved (if decrepit) 18th and 19th century blocks. Here the Nazis 

jammed Jews from all over central Europe into the small space: 20% died here 

(mostly from disease, privation and cold), most others were moved on to 

Auschwitz and killed there. Astonishingly, this concentration camp/ghetto/

transit camp, witnessed a marvellous and unbearably poignant cultural blos-

soming: the prisoners put on operas and concerts, children’s musicals, puppet 

shows, cabaret evenings, art exhibitions… Many wrote good poetry, com-

posed string quartets and created wonderful art. There were sometimes two 

symphony orchestras. The Nazis used all this to show the world (including the 

Red Cross) that they were treating the Jews well, though almost all of these 

people perished. There were powerful exhibitions of these things (including 

excellent paintings by the children) in the old school and in the principal bar-

racks block. One of the operas performed here was Tosca, about the corrupt 

horrors of a police state (it’s amazing the Nazis allowed this to be shown). The 

following evening our group watched Tosca in the National Theatre in Prague. 

The pictures on this page show some of the 85,000 names of murdered Jews 

on the walls of the Pinkas Synagogue in Prague and the old Jewish cemetery. 



EVENING ‘MUSIC AND LITERATURE’ WALK (speakers 
were Lissy Thomas and Eva Stuart) -  

(left) LISSY THOMAS speaks on Prague’s classical music 
tradition (Mozart, Dvorak, Smetana) at the Estates Thea-
tre, where Don Giovanni was premiered. (Other parts of the 
talk, accompanied by the music itself) were given beside the 
Vltava, beside the Municipal House, and in old town back-
streets). 

Lissy: Merging sound with the beautiful aesthetics of the city 
only enhanced our experiences of Prague - as we listened to 
the famous composers Dvořák, Mozart, Smetana and Moule 
(perhaps the most confident street-performing pianist in Pra-
gue) throughout our travels (editor’s note: ...Beethoven’s 
Waldstein was ‘played’ on the world’s worst piano, which was 
sitting in a street outside the theatre!). On our music walks, we 
were able to put pictures to the sounds we were hearing: on 
midnight strolls along the river we learned of Smetana’s tragic 
life and how it affected his music, and during the day, we visit-
ed the Estates Theatre where Don Giovanni was premiered. It 
is on walks like these that one realises the importance of the 
history of a city in shaping what it has become at present - 
architecture, literature, music and engineering... although 
Skoda was an excellent example of this, I personally believe 
that Evie and Toby have become the greatest pioneers of Pra-
gue, with their stracciatella filled trdelnìk supplying one per-
son with enough energy for weeks on end; they also survived 
an encounter with some very angry ladies at the opera. We 
didn’t let this cramp our style: the opera was perhaps every-
one’s favourite night of the trip. Puccini’s glorious music and 
the beautiful singing allowed us to forget our aching feet and 
sink into the melodies in the stunning interior of the National 
Theatre.  

MISS BROWN ON THE TRIP: “If in doubt, say ‘baroque!” was Toby’s mantra for surviving the intense ‘points’ tests in the first part of 
the trip; aptly, the term ‘baroque’ comes from the Italian ‘barocco’, meaning strange or peculiar. And there was no shortage of pe-
culiarities on this trip: midnight group photographs on the Charles Bridge; the Virgin Mary’s house transplanted into a convent; 
multiple defenestrations; a car factory mostly at a standstill; several Dientzenhofers; ghost stories on street corners; a golem made 
of clay; and plenty of cream-filled trdelniks. Our arrival in the middle of the night, with five minutes to drop off our bags at the ho-
tel before we set out on a moonlit walk, set the tone for the trip. My phone recorded 105,531 steps, or 44.3 miles of walking over 
the four days in the city: but I don’t think any of us would have had it any other way. CAFM kept up a constant commentary on the 
architecture, history, literature, politics, art, music, myth, religion and every possible fascinating fact in between. Mind and body 
were on alert throughout; it was a truly scholarly trip in which the aim was to gain not just an experience of the beautiful and his-
torical city, but to fully absorb its essence. The points system was the source of healthy competition, with Minty, Ella and Ben lan-
guishing at the bottom of the leaderboard while Evie’s and Zac’s HATA experience kept them out well in front; and humanities 
scholar Evie eventually just pipped scientist Zac to the post. I suddenly took the lead at one point after a comical conversation over 
a schnitzel dinner by the Vlatva (much to the chagrin of the pupils), but fell spectacularly after being late to several meeting times. 
Early rises and late-night walks left several of the party craving their beds in the afternoons! However, I 
suspect that they discovered new reserves of physical stamina and intellectual fortitude as a result of the 
intensity of those four days, and learnt more about a city and the history of a people than ever before. We 
were all buzzing, even on the journey home as we spent our last few hundred koruna in the airport. 
‘Děkuji’ to the magnificence of Prague and a group of indomitable scholars whose company (and banter) 
was excellent throughout. 

MR MOULE’S REVIEW OF MISS BROWN ON THE TRIP: In spite of some whimsical lateness (caused by in-

tense ‘creative writing’ sessions in the sunshine on the steps of monastery gates) Miss Brown was through-

out the trip an essential driving force, a kind of whirlwind: her incessant sternness, dry and chronic humourlessness, philosophically-

justifiable tantrums and forbidding sense of discipline kept us on our toes. In spite of all this, she ended the trip with 57 points, most-

ly won after a laughter-fuelled agreement to make them all up at supper one evening (to the later horror of the pupils, who had 

fought so hard to earn them). She was also ‘Head of the Night Patrol’, stopping would-be midnight House Shout-watchers, while Mr 

Moule slumbered about a mile away in the quietest bit of the hotel. All-in-all, her co-leadership was invaluable and was greatly ap-

preciated by all, as was that characteristic smile and laughter. 



The Music and Literature Walk followed a period of free time in which a variety of activities took place: some rested 
in the hotel, some looked for a nail varnishing parlour, some climbed high towers, visited Baroque churches, or sat 
in cafes. The walk started in the late afternoon and continued into the night, after which there was a long supper 
break and then a reconvening for ghost stories. 
The walk mostly visited streets and alleys in the southern side of the Old Town, which—where possible—had a di-
rect connection with the musicians and writers we examined. We also saw where Kafka had lived and gone to 
school. 
 
BELOW: EVA STUART talks about Prague and Czech Literature—Kafka, Hrabal, Kundera  
 
Eva: On the evening of our second full day in the city, I spoke about the recent literary history of Prague: one setting for my 
talk was a narrow cobbled street outside a favourite old pub of the writer Bohumil Hrabal called “The Golden Tiger” (see pho-
to, below left). This alleyway, though close to the loud pubs of the main tourist street, was curiously quiet, and so it was an 
ideal location for me to tell the rest of the group about the writer, talking about his education at Charles University and how, 
when his books were banned following Operation Danube in 1978, he published them covertly in hand-written copies called 
“samizdats”.  We then went down an even more peaceful and somewhat mysterious alleyway and I continued my talk, focus-
ing on Kafka and Kundera. I told the group about Kundera’s staunch sympathy for Communism, and how it resulted in his 
eventual exile from the country in 1975, and how the term “Kafkaesque” stemmed from the nightmare-like surrealism of 
Kafka’s work. Then followed another question session upon the topic, allowing me to distance myself from the terrifying 
threat of what was to come should we have the least amount of points (delivering a talk back at school on 18-19th century 
Baroque was in no way appealing). (Editor’s note: The delivery of this talk was the supposed ’punishment’ for the loser of the 
’Points System’).  
 Whilst speaking, I found it incredibly interesting to notice certain parallels between the authors’ lives and personal 
views, and I was able to put them into context due to what we’d been learning about the city and its history. I felt I had gained 
a far deeper and less vague understanding of the writers through having seen their city and having visited their favorite 
haunts. 
 
The music we heard included: Mozart’s ‘Don Giovanni’ and ‘Prague Symphony’, Smetana’s ’Ma Vlast’ and ’From my life’, Dvo-
rak’s ’New World Symphony’ and ‘Cello Concerto’, Mahler’s ‘First Symphony’. The literature we discussed included Kafka’s 
‘Trial’, ‘Castle’ and ‘Metamorphosis’, Hrabal’s ‘I served the King of England’, Kundera’s ‘Unbearable Lightness of Bring’.  



 

 

 

NIGHT TIME MINI-LECTURE - 
ZAC PLACE: Magic and Mystery in the Prague of Rudolph II  
 
Zac: On our nightly outings, we would explore the darker and more mysteri-
ous side of Prague that underlined the very soul of the city. Every night, we 
would find a dark and eerie corner of Prague to sit and hear chilling ghost 
stories. With locations and themes from our trip intertwined into the story, 
everyone would cuddle up together to listen to the spooky stories. In the Jew-
ish quarter of Prague, a mystic philosopher called Rabbi Lowe was said to 
have supposedly invented the mythical golem that has ingrained itself in local 
legend and into stories to frighten young children. This local myth was effec-
tively used by Mr Moule in a Kafkaesque style to have the whole group on 
edge as we sat near a dark forested park in the heart of the Jewish quarter. 
 
Prague has long been a city associated with magic and mysticism. The facili-
tating environment of the city through the 16th and parts of the 17th century 
allowed for largely unimpeded free thinking and experimentation, which con-
solidated the city in being a centre of innovation and academia in Europe at 
the time. As a result of this, a strange mystic and mysterious culture devel-
oped throughout the city. No period was more occult than that of Emperor 
Rudolph II (1552-1612). Rudolph II was a passionate collector and a strong 
believer in the arts and sciences. His pursuit, from refined art to exotic ani-
mals that roamed the palace to complex contraptions and detailed star 
charts, helped to satisfy his pursuit of knowledge. A very troubled man, Ru-
dolph II was engrossed in the magical and mystic fields of cosmology and al-
chemy where his court of famous scholars, artists and experimentalists could 
help him to interpret the stars and pursue his obsessions, such as the elusive 
Philosopher’s Stone and the elixir of eternal life. Rudolph’s magical and mys-
terious legacy created a strange attraction to the city for a whole group of 
cranks, and it contrasts with the eloquent baroque style a century later, 
which gives Prague its present aspect, offering something more mysterious. 

Eva discusses nightmarish 

qualities in Kafka’s literature 



MONDAY 15th OCTOBER 

Left: The group at the award-winning metro 

stration of ‘Paradise Garden’ in the suburbs.  

Below left: Toby and the group outside the 

Skoda Museum, with statues of the company’s 

founders. 

MORNING MINI-LECTURE ON THE WAY TO THE 

SKODA PLANT AT MLADA BOLESLAV - 

TOBY HARGROVE: Industry in the Czech Repub-

lic (with a focus on Skoda) 

Toby: Industry in the Czech Republic has al-

ways been a key area of economic activity for 

the country. Today, more than 40% of all eco-

nomically active citizens work in industry. Engi-

neering, machine engineering, mining, chemis-

try and food production are among the most 

important sources of exportation and income 

for the country. An example of the scale of ex-

portation is the amount of beer sold to foreign 

buyers - 200 million hL per year. By far the larg-

est of these industries is the automotive indus-

try. With 120 thousand people working in this 

sector the fact that over 50% of all exports a 

year are from this industry is not surprising. 

The largest car manufacturer in the Czech Re-

public is Škoda. We visited the factory at Mlada 

Boleslav on the Monday morning and the sheer 

scale of it was incredibly impressive: the area in 

which the factory itself is contained is larger 

than Monaco. Learning about the history of the 

business was something completely different to 

what we did for the rest of the trip but was very 

interesting. The effects that the 1929 economic 

crash in America and the Second World War 

had on the company were both surprising yet 

expected. The final part of the morning as spent 

in the assembly line (unfortunately it was bro-

ken, costing the company €3000 every minute it 

wasn’t running) getting a feel for the scale of 

the organisation. We all started noticing quite 

how many Škodas there were in Prague after 

this. 



Mlada Boleslav consists of serried ranks of communist-era tower blocks and a huge factory: the main Skoda works. The factory 

employs more than 20,000 people, and produces 2600 cars each day (except when we were there). We saw the excellent muse-

um, and then were shown round the huge stamping shop and the Octavia and Karoq production line (but not the welding or 

painting halls). Our guide, a witty lady who had no intention of owning a Skoda herself, threw extraordinary statistics at us: 

there were 17,000 daily meals from the canteen (some therefore must go hungry), 30,000 fire alarms across the complex, and 

there are 600 cars on the Octavia/Karoq assembly line (which occupies the space of eleven football pitches) at any one time. For 

me, rooted in humanities and unable even to add the curious accents which would authentic my spelling of Skoda, it was all 

appealingly Hoffmannesque: cavernous spaces with vast robots and hundreds of colour-coded people milling around. It’s a 

shame that very little of it actually worked when we were there. 

Above: Littlefield scientists beside one of Skoda’s grandest cars. 



AFTERNOON WALK—‘CZECH REVOLUTIONS’ 

...with mini-lectures on modernist styles (Ella Beardmore
-Gray), 20th century political upheavals (Ellie Debs), and 
the religious, social and political upheavals of the Huss-
ites (Honor Mills). 

Ella: With my assigned topic being the architectural styles of art 
nouveau and cubism, I had a particular interest in these places. 
The Municipal House is an extremely grand art nouveau build-
ing, which opened in 1912. It was designed by Czech architects 
and filled with art by the famous Czech artist, Alfons Mucha, 
with the purpose of housing the Smetana Hall and ballroom. 
Much of the interior space is taken up with a grand café and 
restaurant—we couldn’t see the concert hall. The features of 
this building are the epitome of the art nouveau style, with 
smooth, elegant and flowing patterns, beautiful naturalistic 
shapes and the typical ‘whiplash’ motif. The colour scheme of 
gold and pale blues and greens make for a magnificent effect 
on the eye. For me, it really is an outstanding example of classic 
art nouveau style.  

The House of the Black Madonna (1911-12) is a very unusual 
cubist building on the street called Celetna. It is one of very few 
cubist buildings in the world (and some of the others are also in 
Prague). Surrounded by typical Czech baroque buildings, it is 
made to stand out. Situated in the Old Town of Prague (Stare 
Mesto), it imposes its atmosphere of the whole area. Cubist 
buildings should show dynamism through their pyramid, cube 
and diamond shapes, as the House of The Black Madonna does. 
Not only does Prague house some of very few cubist buildings, 
but it is also home to the only cubist lamp post in the world. 
The lamp post, designed by Emil Kraliceck, is just off the corner 
of Wenceslaus Square. It truly enhances the individuality of the 
city of Prague. As I am studying GCSE art, it was so interesting 
for me to explore these different forms and styles of architec-
ture, and what place is better than the beautiful city of Prague! 



Honor at the Bethlehem Chapel: Having visited several ex-
travagantly decorated Baroque churches and cathedrals, 
lavishly coated in gold and silver with mixed marble, enor-
mous stained glass windows and the most beautiful frescos 
and murals, the church of Our Lady of the Snows and the 
Bethlehem Chapel were surprisingly simple, failing to mus-
ter the same sense of awe that the previous churches had so 
easily conjured. Here was where I gave my speech. 

The Bethlehem Chapel was the preaching location, and at 
one point, home of Jan Hus, a religious reformer, philoso-
pher and Prague University Rector. During a time of social 
unrest caused by the corrupt practices of the Catholic 
Church towards the end of the 14th and beginning of the 
15th century, he wanted the church to be deprived of its 
political power and property. He believed university educa-
tion should be available to the ordinary Czech citizen. How-
ever, this was deemed heresy by the Church, and Hus was 
executed in 1415 after refusing to recant his criticisms. The 
battles that followed, known as the Hussite Wars, lasted 
from 1419 to 1434, and were a reaction to the social crisis in 
Europe, triggered by the death of Hus. We also visited the 
church of Our Lady of the Snows, where another revolution-
ary, Jan Zelivsky, preached his ideals in Czech. A former 
monk, like Hus he disapproved of the excess of the Church. 

The simplicity of the Chapel, in contrast to what we had pre-
viously seen, represented Hus’ ideals and his desire to re-
turn the focus of the Church to living by God’s laws. 



Honor in the square near the 

Bethlehem Chapel; 

Ellie in Wenceslaus Square 



 

 

 

Ellie on 20th century politics in Prague and the Czech lands: The Czech Republic, or at least the land and people 
that in encompasses, has had a complex political timeline, from the declaration of Czechoslovakian independence of 
the Hungarian Empire in 1918, to the dissolution of Czechoslovakia and the creation of the Czech Republic in 1992. 
This modern political landscape, shaped not only by the devastation of World War II, but also by Nazi occupation 
and swiftly afterwards a period of communist occupation - when it was known as the “Czechoslovak Socialist Repub-
lic” - is only a snapshot of the wider history of the area, but has clearly played a key role in developing the angry 
sense of nationalism that, for me, was always noticeable on our trip. What every aspect of Prague (that we studied) 
reflects is this strong national pride - for instance Smetana’s Ma Vlast, to the Municipal House (where in fact a free 
Czechoslovakia was first proclaimed). It’s even evident in Havel’s and Kafka’s writings, and in the numerous Gothic 
and Baroque buildings that scream older forms of national pride. Clearly this sense of nation, this identity, was 
formed partly as an expression of or a reaction to the political oppression and occupation that different groups have 
suffered throughout the area’s entire history, and therefore the importance of Prague’s political history cannot be 
understated. 
Standing in Wenceslaus Square, as we did for this section of our trip, all this history, anger and nationalist pride is 
encompassed in a way that my words can’t do justice to. This street was the site in which the declaration of Czecho-
slovakia’s independence was read to the people in 1918; only two decades later, it was the site of (staged) pro-Nazi 
demonstrations. It saw the Prague Uprising of 1945 and the liberation at the end of the war, only again to witness 
the Communist coup of 1948 and the invasion by the Soviet Union in 1968. It saw the Prague Spring rise and fail, 
and saw Jan Palach, a student protesting the communist takeover, set himself on fire in the square in 1969, burning 
to death for his nation’s freedom. It saw the Velvet Revolution of 1989, demonstrations with hundreds of thousands 
of people, and finally it saw freedom again. Of all the places that we stopped on our trip, and of all the aspects of 
Prague that we studied, Wenceslaus Square to me embodied and explained today’s Prague the most, because it’s 
the stage that modern politics performed on. In this square alone the nation was crushed, the nation fought back, 
and the nation was free again; a cycle that seems to have repeated itself in different ways throughout Czech history. 
This cycle is the cause for such a strong sense of nationalism in the Republic, and so in a sense understanding this 
history is what unlocked my understanding of the Prague that we visited.  

After the ‘Czech Revolutions’ walk we had some free time before convening at the National Theatre (below, on the left) for a 

grand performance of Puccini’s Tosca. 



TOSCA at the National Theatre 

We were rather underdressed for this—the Czechs get 
themselves up for opera rather like the British used 
to!—and the occasion was very grand. But the pro-
duction was deliberately drabber than the theatre: it 
gave us a colourless, bureaucratic, 1920s Rome, 
vaguely inspired by the old Communist Eastern Eu-
rope. I wonder how this went down with an audience 
many of whom had experienced such a system first 
hand: we were interested, in our discussions after the 
show, about how a corrupt police state might be 
shown in a way that was both honest and apposite, 
and yet allowed space for the lush and romantic 
beauty of the musical score and the romance at the 
core of the work. In any case, we were excited and 
moved, and for many this was a highlight of the trip.   

 

BEN PLACE: Tucked away in the gods of the Pra-
gue National Theatre, the academic scholars 
watched one of the most dramatic and thrilling 
operas, Puccini’s Tosca. This was certainly one of 
my highlights from the trip to Prague as it was 
my first opera experience and definitely one to 
remember. What I had not realised before I got 
there is that the actors do not use a microphone 
and so must elevate their voices so as not to dis-
rupt the balance. Clearly though, this was not 
difficult for the professionals and the singing was 
magical.  



TUESDAY 16th October 

DAWN WALK: Prague is so beautiful (and mercifully generally 

tourist-free) in the early morning light—and our weather was so 

good—that I got up very early each morning for a walk… On the 

last day of the trip the super-vigorous, relentlessly committed and 

cheerfully chatty Eva and Honor joined me and we saw the 

Charles Bridge, the towers and domes around it and the castle 

above, at their most attractive. 

A curious feature of these early morning walks 

was the frequent presence of East Asian brides 

(in their white dresses) being photographed in 

front of spectacular medieval and Baroque back-

drops. It was fun imagining the reaction to such 

a scene by any of the famous Praguers in the 

past.  

MORNING VISIT TO ST AGNES CONVENT - 

In the fine late 13th century Gothic buildings of the convent, 

which lies on the edge of the Old Town close to the river, we saw 

the tombs of Bohemia’s first great royal dynasty, the Premyslids. 

The important monastery had a church built in clean (but simple) 

Rayonnant  style, and fine conventual rooms. But upstairs was the 

real reason for our visit: the unique collection of late medieval 

paintings: more distinctive than the main Czech ‘National Gal-

lery’, because the late 14th century flowering of Bohemian art 

(under Charles IV) has no parallel elsewhere. In particular, we en-

joyed the wonderfully soft and mysterious portraits of patriarchs 

and of Charlemagne by Master Theodoric, and the intensely pow-

erful Trebon Altarpiece, with its glowing light, tiny naturalistic 

features and sharp and acute psychological treatment. 



At the Convent of St Agnes: above right—Charlemagne by Master Theodoric; below—part of the Trebon Altarpiece (painter 

unknown). 



LUNCHTIME WALK AND MINI-LECTURE IN THE 

JEWISH QUARTER— 

MINTY CORBETT: the Jews of Prague (we’re all outside 

the Old New Synagogue) 

Minty: The trip was very enlightening when it came to 

exploring the history of Prague’s Jewish population. First-

ly, our visit to Terezin allowed me to see what life would 

have been like for the Jews during the Nazi occupation. 

However, nothing could have prepared me for the im-

mense number of names that we encountered in the 

Jewish Museum. There are 85,000 names of the Czech 

and Moravian Jews that perished under the Nazis, 

written on the walls. Whilst in the Jewish Quarter, we 

also visited the Old New Synagogue which is the oldest 

active synagogue in Europe. Then we wandered around 

the cemetery which was filled with 200,000 bodies. I 

found it interesting that the synagogues and cemetery 

are only still intact today because Hitler had ordered 

them to be saved as part of a Jewish museum for when 

the Jewish population itself had vanished.  

 

In the Jewish quarter we visited five synagogues and the 

cemetery (which is dominated by grand 16th century 

tombs). In addition to Minty’s talk, we heard from Olly 

Munn who discussed the legend of the Golem. The very 

varied styles of the synagogues indicated the priorities of 

the Jewish societies that built them, from the generic 

Gothic of the older ones (the Pinkas and the Old New) to 

the exuberant hispano-mauresque style of the Spanish 

Synagogue (left). Prague’s Jews throve throughout the 

Middle Ages and into the 20th century—in spite of the 

depressing cycle of pogroms, which, though they lessened 

over time, colour the history of Jews here as elsewhere. 

The population was particularly prominent in the 16th 

century when Jewish refugees came here from Iberia and 

there was a golden age of Jewish thought, led by Rabbi 

Loew. By the late 19th century the Jewish quarter was 

extremely run-down, famous for its weird higgledy-

piggledy character; most of the Jews themselves had 

moved elsewhere in the city. The whole area, except for 

the synagogues, was torn down and replaced with smart 

Art Nouveau streets, so it’s no longer a particularly an-

cient-looking quarter. 

And then, most of Prague’s Jews were killed in the Holo-

caust, so the ancient population has almost vanished.  

But the synagogues and cemetery are rare survivals in-

deed considering the destruction of Jewish sites in so 

much of central and eastern Europe. And the Old New 

Synagogue is an outstandingly beautiful and moving 

building, happily still in use by Prague’s little Jewish com-

munity. 



In the Jewish Quarter: 

The Old New Synagogue 

(above), and the Ceme-

tery. In the Cemetery 

Oliver Munn lectured on 

the legend of the Golem.  

 



Our last  whole-group visit was representative of Pra-

gue’s lavish beauty: the beautiful Dientzenhofer 

church of St Nicholas in the Old Town Square. But in 

the mid-afternoon, several of the group joined me for 

a last ‘Prague Baroque’ walk in Mala Strana: we saw 

the churches of St Joseph, St Thomas, and (for the sec-

ond time) St Nicholas in Mala Strana. 

St Thomas 



‘I’ve never seen anything like that city!’ 

‘The trip was fantastic, and although the Points System may not reflect just how much some of us learned, (Evie and Miss 

Brown excused!) I have come away from Prague a more observant and cultured person who is desperate to spread my 

knowledge onto anyone who dares to travel with me’. 

‘The Skoda factory, Terezin, the Politics and Music walks, Tosca... over a relatively brief period, I was able to build upon any 

previous knowledge and to learn an immense amount of new information (although I still have absolutely no idea of what a 

pediment is.) The entire trip was deeply, deeply rewarding’. (Editor’s note: A pediment is the (usually) triangular superstructure 

of a classical façade or aperture, generally resting above the entablature and (often) columns. Prague’s Baroque architects took 

particular liberties with pediments). 

THE POINTS:  

Evie 72 (overall winner) 

Zac 70 (overall runner up) 

Miss Brown 57 (staff winner) 

Freddie 56 (Hundred winner) 

Ellie 42.5,  

Eva 42 (Hundred runner up) 

Toby 37 

Ella 28 



Prague tourism: Miss Brown watching the astronomi-

cal clock strike noon; and the most lovely beer garden 

outside the Strahov Monastery, where I sat alone on 

the last evening thinking about how pleasant this sort 

of thing is! 




